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Article Body:
The buying of large-screen TVs has absolutely skyrocketed lately. It seems that everyone wants

Once you decide that you´re ready for a large-screen TV, you quickly discover that you only re
If you´re like most people, you not only have no idea how the two differ, you don´t even know

You can essentially boil the differences between plasmas and LCDs into twelve basic points. In
The twelve ways plasma TVs and LCD TVs differ are the following:

1. The first is a technical issue, and may seem a little boring, but it really does affect oth

2. The next section is related to how big the TVs are and the availability of larger sizes. Yo

3. The next section is ˆsmall size,˜ which is also important. Plasmas don’t come in smaller si
4. Next is viewing angle. Plasmas tend to have a wider viewing angle (though, again, LCDs are

5. Although the manufacturers may not like to admit it, each ˆcan˜ suffer from certain problem

6. Another problem area, but for LCDs, is ˆdelay.˜ LCDs can produce a jagged figure when in mo
7. The next area is life span. You can replace the light source with an LCD, thereby bringing
8. In the next few sections, the theme of ˆpicture quality˜ is considered. First, color: LCDs

9. Next is brightness levels and the TVs ability to handle different lighting. LCDs tend to do

10. Also related to picture quality is ˆblack levels.˜ Plasmas tend to produce blacker blacks.

11. Another area to consider is contrast range. Plasmas, "technically," produce a higher contr

12. Last, and certainly not least, is price. At the moment, plasmas tend to run a little cheap

Essentially, which one is right for you will all comes down to taste: What potential negatives
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